
Lessons for (potential) shark bycatch 
reduction following MRF’s Turtle 

Excluder Device programme

Sabah, Malaysia



The dilemma:

Turtle and shrimp habitats overlap…



… and shrimp fishing today is the leading 
cause of sea turtle mortality. 





In Malaysia ~4,000-8,000 turtles are killed this way each year!



The Solution:

Turtle Excluder Devices, or TEDs





TEDs really work!

They reduce fuel consumption;

They increase product value;

They decrease downtime;

They save turtles…

They also save on CO2 emissions: Current savings reach 
150,000 Kg CO2 per year, and could reach >1,000,000 Kg 

CO2 per year with full adoption…



Malaysia commits to TEDs programme
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TEDs Chronology
MRF introduced TEDs to Malaysia

Voluntary trials in Sabah

Collaboration with Federal government

MRF takes Fisheries officers to USA

Fisheries Director and MRF visit the USA

Extensive trials and workshops in 6 States

Four States become TED-compliant

Ongoing trials and awareness efforts

Sabah due to be TED-compliant

Nationwide TED-compliance



So how did we get this far?

Science-based evidence 
of bycatch

Collaborative approach 
with DOFS / DOFM

Willing to start small, but 
with ambitious goals

Belief in evolutionary 
change

Fishers were / still are 
part of the solution



Socioeconomic challenges…

How much of what is caught is ‘bycatch’ vs. 
‘byproduct’? With low margins, just about 

everything has a value…

A 2-3% drop in revenue could be the entire 
profit margin

Most fishing communities are small-scale, with 
marginal income and low profit earnings;

TEDs cost about MYR 500 each – expensive for 
artisanal fishermen



We would need to establish just what is being 
fished, by who, where, and for what purpose?;

We’d need to be realistic about timeframes;

We’d need to be truthful, transparent, and use 
science-based evidence to address actual issues.

…or, would something like this 
work with sharks…?

Potential for replication
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